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Abstract 

In this modern era of communication world even minor task requires to perform through internet which is not trustable. It 

is required to interchange secret session keys securely through insecure network for establishing communication securely. 

In two-party network, two communication clients share a low entropy password secretly to communicate in later sessions 

securely. But this paradigm requires high maintenance of passwords due to each new communicating pair requires 

separate passwords to establish communication securely. In three-party network, each communicating party shares a 

password with the third-party (server) to interchange a secret session key securely. The beauty of this setting is even 

server is not knowing the session key. Many authors have proposed various two-party and three-party protocols which are 

having their won pros and cons. In this paper we have cryptanalyzed verifier-based password authenticated key 

agreement protocol for three-party setting proposed by shaban et al. 
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Introduction 

Secret session keys has to be exchanged securely through 

insecure public channel to establish a secure communication. 

Principles of cryptography are achieved when shared session 

keys are used. In an asymmetric and symmetric key 

cryptography’s longer keys will be used to achieve goal of 

cryptography. Memorizing the longer keys require additional 

challenging task. Consecutively, a password-authenticated key 

agreement protocols are used to allow the 2 or more 

communicating parties by memorizing low entropy passwords 

to share a secret session key for further communication 

securely. In a two-party setting, an authenticated secret session 

key will be established by using the pre-shared password. The 

major difficulty in two-party setting is maintenance low 

entropy passwords is exponential, as each communicating pair 

requires individual password for establishing a secret session 

key. This flaw enthuses the researcher to come with the 

invention of three-party setting. In three-party setting, a secret 

session key can be established between two communicating 

parties by using a authenticated low entropy passwords 

individually shared with a trusted party know as server. 

Consequently, each communicating party need to memorize 

only low-entropy password, by giving the burden to the server, 

where the server participates only in establishing a session 

key. 

 

Based on the knowledge of shared passwords between users 

and server the password-authenticated key agreement 

protocols are classified into two categories: They are i. 

Symmetric model, ii. Asymmetric model (verifier-based) 

In a symmetric model, the same knowledge related with 

passwords will be used by user and server to authenticate 

users. That is, the low entropy passwords (initially shared 

between users and server) used as it is in establishing a 

session. In this model, if server is compromised, the intruder 

can use the password from the password file to impersonate 

the legitimate user. 

 

In an Asymmetric model, the different knowledge related with 

passwords will be used by user and server to authenticate 

users. That is, each user holds the low entropy password as it 

is and server holds the verifier of the password which is 

computed by performing one-way hash function on password. 

Here, server and users hold different images of a password by 

giving a justification to asymmetric model. In this model, if 

server is compromised, the password file cannot reveal any 

useful information to the adversary
1
; as the password file 

contains only the verifiers of the passwords not directly the 

passwords. 

 

Password-based authenticated key exchange protocols, 

however are vulnerable to password guessing attacks because 

of low entropy.  

 

In general, the password guessing attacks can be divided into 

three classes
2
: i. Detectable on-line password guessing attacks. 

ii. Undetectable on-line password guessing attacks. iii. Off-

line password guessing attacks 
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Background 

In 1976, Diffie-Hellman proposed a new directions in 

cryptography, which allows two users to agree on a single 

shared secret key to exchange the messages over an untrusted 

channel without having a prior communication between users
3
. 

However, unfortunately this protocol suffers from man-in-the 

middle attack. Later many password authenticated key 

agreement protocols have been probe up over the past years to 

overcome this problem. But due to the high maintenance of the 

low entropy passwords for each pair of users in two-party 

system
4-7

. Steiner et al. proposed the first 3PEKE protocol in 

1995
8
. Lin et al. proposed a LSSH-3PEKE protocol without 

servers public key in 2001, and claimed that it is secure against 

password guessing attacks
9
. 

 

Recently, Sun et al. proposed two improved 3PEKE protocols, 

called SCH-3PEKE, respectively based on the password and the 

verifier
10

. A security weakness of the SCH-3PEKE scheme was 

recently revealed by Nam et al.
11

. Also Kulkarni et al. has 

proposed a three-party key agreement protocol in which each 

user stores one way hash function of the password at the server 

rather than storing the password itself
12

.  Kulkarni  et  al.'s  

protocol  is  secure  against  online  and  dictionary  attacks.  

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we 

describe the review of Shaban et al. protocol. In section 3, we 

explain the cryptanalysis of Shaban et al. protocol. Finally, 

Section 4 concludes the paper.  

 

Review of Shaban et al. Protocol 

Notations: Notations used in this protocol are as listed below: 

 

Table-1 

Notations 

A,B and TS The identifiers of Alice, Bob and Trusted Server 

C Catherine(An Intruder) 

V A verifier that is computed from a password PW 

n Large Prime Number 

g Generator in the cyclic group Z
*

n 

h( ) One-way hash function 

    

Review: This protocol has been divided into three phasesl. They 

are: i. Initial Phase, ii. Session Key Agreement Phase, iii. Key 

Computation Phase 

 

Initial Phase: Registering with Trusted Server, Alice and Bob 

computes HA= h(A, TS, PWA) and HB= h(B, TS, PWB) by 

choosing  passwords  PWA and PWB respectively. Now Alice 

and Bob calculate the verifiers VA=g
h(A, TS, PWA)

and VB= g 
h(B, TS, 

PWB)
 sends to Trusted Server  over a  protected  channel. Then 

Trusted Server stores the verifiers VA and VB in its password's 

table. Figure-1 Illustrates the Initial Phase of the protocol i.e., 

Alice�Trusted Server: VA=g
h(A, TS, PWA) 

and Alice�Bob: VB= g 
h(B, TS, PWB)

 

 
Figure-1 

Initial Phase 
 

Session Key Agreement Phase: Assume Alice wants to 

establish a session key with Bob.  

 

Initially, Alice by choosing a ∈R Z*n computes XA = g
a
 mod n 

and sends {A, B and XA} to Trusted Server. 

i.e., Alice�Trusted Server: {A, B, XA} 

 

Similarly Bob by choosing b ∈R Z*n computes XB = g
b
 mod n 

and sends {B, A and XB} to Trusted Server. 

i.e., Bob�Trusted Server: {B, A, XA} 

 

Upon receiving the messages from Alice and Bob, Trusted 

Server checks whether XA or XB equal to VA or VB by retrieving 

verifiers VA and VB from a password table. If they are equal, 

Trusted Server ends the protocol. Otherwise moves to the next 

step by choosing c, d ∈ Z*n to compute XTSA= (VA)
c
 mod n and 

XTSB= (VB)
d
 mod n and sends  {XTSA,  XB} to Alice and  {XTSB,  

XA} to Bob, respectively. 

i.e., Trusted Server�Alice:{XTSA,  XB} and Trusted 

Server�Bob:{XTSB,  XA} 

 

Trusted Server also computes KTSA= (XA)
c
 = g

ac
 mod n and 

KTSB= (XB )
d
 = g

bd
mod n for further continuity of the protocol. 

 

Next, Alice calculates KATS = ((XTSA )
H

A
-1

)
a
 =(g

c
)

a
=  g

ca
 mod n 

and  VATS = h(A,  B,  TS,  XA ,  XB ,  KATS, 0)  and sends  

{VATS} to Trusted Server . 

Alice�Trusted Server:{VATS} 

 

Similarly, after reception of the message from Trusted Server , 

Bob calculates KBTS = ((XTSB)
H

B
-1

)
b
 = (g

d
)

b
=  g

db
 mod n and VBTS 

= h(A, B, TS, XA , XB , KBTS, 0) and sends {VBTS} to Trusted 

Server .  

Bob�Trusted Server:{VBTS} 

 

In this step, Trusted Server  computes  VTSA = h(A,  B,  TS,  XA 

,  XB ,  KTSA, 0) and VTSB = h(A, B, TS, XA , XB , KTSB, 0) and 

checks whether VATS or VBTS equal to VTSA or VTSB. If they are 

equal, Trusted Server calculates VATS = h(A,  B,  TS,  XA ,  XB ,  

KTSA, 1)  and VBTS = h(A, B, TS, XA , XB , KTSB, 1) and sends 

VTSA and VTSB to Alice and Bob, respectively.  

i.e., Trusted Server�Alice: {VTSA} and Trusted Server�Bob 

:{VTSB} 

 

This complete process of session key agreement phase is 

depicted in figure-2. 
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Figure-2 

Session Key Agreement Phase 

 

Key Computation Phase: Upon accepting the message VTSA 

from TS, Alice computes VATS = h(A,  B,  TS,  XA ,  XB ,  KATS, 

1) and checks whether it is equal to VTSA or not. If they are equal 

then TS and Bob are validated. 

 

Similarly after accepting the message VTSB from TS, Bob 

computes VBTS = h(A,  B,  TS,  XA ,  XB ,  KBTS, 1) and checks 

whether it is equal to VTSB or not. If they are equal then TS and 

Bob are validated. 

 

Now, Alice computes a common session Key SK=h(A,B,KAB) 

where KAB= (XB)
a
=g

ab
 mod  n. Similarly Bob computes a 

common Session Key SK=h(A,B,KBA) where KBA =(XA )
b
=g

ab
 

mod  n. 

 

HA, HA
-1

and VA can be pre-computed by each client A before the 

protocol starts executing to enhance the efficiency of the 

etiquette. Figure-3 Illustrates key computation phase. 

 

 
Figure-3 

Key Computation Phase 

 

Cryptanalysis of Shaban et al. Protocol 

This section demonstrates the Detectable online password 

guessing attack on Shaban et al.  protocol. An intruder Catherine 

can mimic Alice and communicate with Bob. But Bob is 

thinking that it is interacting with Alice but actually Bob is 

communicating an intruder Catherine. Detectable on-line 

password guessing attacks on Shaban et al. protocol is explained 

in detail below. An intruder Catherine mimic Alice to guess 

Alice’s password as the password is low entropy.  

 

Initial Phase: Registering with Trusted Server, Alice and Bob 

computes HA= h(A, TS, PWA) and HB= h(B, TS, PWB) by 

choosing  passwords  PWA and PWB and respectively. Now 

Alice and Bob calculate the verifiers VA=g
h(A, TS, PWA)

 and VB= g 
h(B, TS, PWB)

  respectively and sends to Trusted Server  over a  safe  

channel. This is shown in figure-4. Then Trusted Server stores 

the verifiers VA and VB in its password's table.  

 

 
Figure-4 

Initial Phase 

 

Session Key Agreement Phase: Initially, Alice by choosing a 

∈R Z*n computes XA = g
a
 mod n and sends {A, B and XA}to 

Trusted Server. 

i.e., Alice�Trusted Server: {A, B, XA} 

 

Similarly Bob by choosing b ∈R Z*n computes XB = g
b
 mod n 

and sends {B, A and XB} to Trusted Server. 

i.e., Bob�Trusted Server: {B, A, XA} 

 

A user Catherine an intruder intercepts this message i.e., {A, B, 

XA}. Now Catherine guess Alice’s password PWA’ and finds 

HA’ =h(A, TS, PWA’). Now Catherine computes XA’ = g
a’

 mod 

n by choosing a’ ∈ R Z*n and then sends {A, B, XA’}to Trusted 

Server . 

 

After receiving the messages from Catherine and Bob, Trusted 

Server  retrieves VA and VB from a password table, checks 

whether XA’ or XB equal to VA or VB, if they hold, Trusted 

Server  terminates otherwise moves to the next step where it 

computes XTSA= (VA)
c
 mod n and XTSB= (VB)

d
 mod  n by 

choosing  c, d  ∈  Z*n and sends  {XTSA,  XB} to Alice 

(Catherine intercepts) and  {XTSB,  XA’} to Bob, respectively. 

While waiting for messages from Alice and Bob, Trusted Server 

computes KTSA= (XA’)
c
 = g

a’c
 mod n and KTSB= (XB )

d
 = g

bd
mod 

n. 

 

After receiving the messages from Trusted Server , Catherine 

computes KA’TS = ((XTSA )
H

A’
-1

)
a’

=(g
c’

)
a’

=  g
c’a’

 mod n  and  VA’TS 

= h(A,  B,  TS,  XA’ ,  XB ,  KA’TS, 0)  and sends  VA’TS to 
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Trusted Server . Similarly, after receiving the message from 

Trusted Server, Bob computes KBTS = ((XTSB) 
H

B
-1

)
b
 = (g

d
)

b
=  g

db
 

mod n and VBTS = h(A, B, TS, XA’ , XB , KBTS, 0) and sends 

VBTS to Trusted Server .  

 

Trusted Server checks whether received VA’TSfrom Alice is 

equal to computed VTSA= H (A, B, TS, XA, XB,  KTSA, 0) or not. 

If they are equal, then the guessed password by an intruder 

Catherine  is correct and trusted server will continue the 

remaining procedure of the protocol by computing the key 

going thru the key computation phase. 

 

If it is not equal, then the attack can be detectable by the trusted 

server. Hence trusted server terminates the protocol at current 

session. An intruder never sits idle. After some time she repeats 

the same process.  She will continue this until she hits the 

successful password. The online detectable attack has been 

shown in figure-5. 

 

In  this  way  a  malicious  client  can  impersonate  the actual  

client  by  successfully  getting  the  secrete  session key. 

 

 
Figure-5 

Detectable Online Password Guessing Attack on Shaban et 

al. Protocol 

 

Conclusion 

In this paper, initially we review the Shaban et al. verifier-based 

password authenticated key agreement protocol for three parties. 

Next, we have demonstrated that a verifier-based password 

authenticated key agreement protocol for three parties proposed 

by Shaban et al. is insecure against the detectable on-line 

password guessing attack.  
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